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Abstract. We introduce a point process model for inter-gang violence driven
by retaliation – a core feature of gang behavior – and multi-party inhibition.
Here, a coupled system of state-dependent jump stochastic differential equations is used to model the conditional intensities of the directed network of
gang rivalries. The system admits an exact simulation strategy based upon
Poisson thinning. The model produces a wide variety of transient or stationary weighted network configurations and we investigate under what conditions
each type of network forms in the continuum limit. We then fit the model
to gang violence data provided by the Hollenbeck district of the Los Angeles
Police Department to measure the levels of excitation and inhibition present in
gang violence dynamics, as well as the stability of gang rivalries in Hollenbeck.

1. Introduction. Gangs are defined by their willingness to use violence to further
economic and social goals [15]. The economic goals of gangs may be related to the
establishment and control of drug or other illicit markets [7, 30], but the social goals
of gangs are equally, if not more important. Reputation is a primary currency of life
on the street, and the problem of establishing, building, and maintaining reputation,
or “street cred”, is a core concern of gangs and gang members [1, 12, 23]. Violent
attacks against rivals and violent responses to attacks by rivals offer an immediate
remedy to the problem of establishing, building, and maintaining reputation.
That gangs and gang members generically seek reputation through violence does
not necessarily specify the pattern of violence between gangs, though such patterning is readily apparent [6, 32, 23]. On the one hand, rival gangs appear to build up
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Figure 1. (A) Times of attacks between rival gangs Locke St. and
Lowell St. occurring within the three year period 1999-2002. Note
the clustered nature of the attacks. (B) Rivalry network of 33 gangs
residing in or near Hollenbeck, Los Angeles during the same time
period. The red dots denote gangs, placed at the mean geographic
location where that gang was a victim of crimes. A link denotes at
least one attack between a gang pair during the time interval.
enmity over relatively long periods of time, a form of long-lasting social memory not
uncommon in tribal blood feuds [2]. On average, a gang is most likely to target their
long-standing enemies over other gangs who are not seen as a threat. Geography
appears to play an important role, with gangs based closer to one another in space
more likely to express long-standing enmity [32, 31]. On the other hand, there is an
immediacy to extreme violence that can override long-standing enmity. In general,
crime provides immediate rewards (e.g., enhanced reputation) that offenders are
often unwilling to pass up in favor of some uncertain and delayed payoff [9]. Thus,
presented with an opportunity for immediate reputation gains via a violent act,
gang members may opt to attack regardless of whether the target is a member of
a long-standing rival or not. However, the salience of such rewards also appears to
be time sensitive, adding to the inherent immediacy of violence. If a gang member
does not respond quickly, and often with noticeable escalation, then the damage
to individual and gang reputation may not be undone [12]. Allowing attacks to go
unpunished has serious consequences on the street because word spreads rapidly
that an individual or gang can be exploited with impunity.
Both long-standing enmity and situational factors contribute to the clustering of
gang violence in space and time [31] (see Fig. 1). In the time dimension, which we
focus on here, violence between rival gangs starts abruptly, but then forms dense
groups of reprisals and counter reprisals, which end equally abruptly. We seek a
model capable of capturing these dynamics not only between rival dyads, but also
in environments consisting of multiple gangs. While studies conducted at the individual level have demonstrated the important role played by the presence of third
parties [3, 24], we expand beyond dyads to examine how potential rivals, not directly
involved in a given violent interaction, impact the stability of rivalry networks. We
are also interested in how intervention in a rivalry impacts the stability of multigang networks and whether such interventions reduce the overall volume of crime.
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1.1. Background on crime modeling. The behavioral basis of clustering in
crime data has recently been investigated using reaction-diffusion PDEs [14, 26,
29, 33, 34], agent based models [6, 14, 33], and point processes [6, 18, 35]. A brief
review of these models provides a foundation for understanding the clustering and
dynamics of crime within a network of gangs. In the case of burglary, an initial
crime has been shown to increase the likelihood of more crime at the same location,
as well as neighboring houses within a few hundred meters [8, 13, 18, 35]. In [33],
this phenomenon is modeled using the coupled PDE system,
∂A
= η∇2 A − A + A0 + ρA ,
(1)
∂t


∂ρ
~ · ∇ρ
~ − 2ρ ∇A
~
(2)
=∇
− ρA + A − A0 ,
∂t
A
where A denotes target attractiveness and ρ denotes criminal density. Here criminals
diffuse in their urban environment, biased towards areas of high attractiveness. As
they commit crimes, the local attractiveness is increased and macroscopic crime
“hotspots” can form, where a majority of the total crime is localized in a few small
areas. The stability of crime hotspots implies important consequences for policing
strategies [14, 26, 34], as some hotspots can be suppressed while others can only be
displaced.
In the context of gang violence, “hotspots” can form within the inter-gang rivalry
network, localized within a small subset of the rivalry links between gangs [32]. In
[6], temporal clustering in inter-gang violence data from the Hollenbeck district in
Los Angeles is modeled using self-exciting point processes. In particular, a Hawkes
Process with conditional intensity
X
λ(t) = µ + θ
ωe−ω(t−ti )
(3)
ti <t

is used to model the increase in the rate of crime between gangs due to retaliation.
Here, a fraction of crimes occur according to a Poisson process with intensity µ,
representing attacks that occur by random chance. The overall rate of attacks λ is
increased as each event ti occurs, reflecting the propensity of gangs to respond to
previous attacks. This leads to clusters of gang violence, with intermittent periods
of inactivity due to the exponential decay of the second term in (3). Similar models
taking the form
X
λ(t) = µ +
g(t − ti )κ(Mi )
ti <t

are used to explain clustering patterns of earthquake aftershocks [19], where the
increase in intensity depends on the magnitude, Mi , of each earthquake.
It is our goal here to capture excitation and inhibition in gang rivalry networks
within the point process modeling framework. Excitation is expected to be primarily
dyadic in nature; an attack by gang i on gang j increases the likelihood that j
retaliates against i, not that j attacks a third gang k, or that a third gang k
attacks i [22, 23]. Inhibition, by contrast, may arise in several ways not limited
to interacting dyads. Inhibition might arise endogenously to the network. For
example, if two gangs are focused on retaliating against each other, they may be
significantly less likely to attack a third gang in the short term. Similarly, the ability
of a particular gang to attack a rival may be suppressed through police intervention.
In either case, inhibition of one gang may allow new rivalries to form among other
gangs.
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To capture these history-dependent relationships in gang rivalry networks, we
propose a coupled system of state-dependent jump stochastic differential equations
in Section 2. The solution to the system defines the conditional intensity of a marked
point process, characterized by events between two gangs exciting that particular
rivalry while inhibiting others. In Section 3, we outline an exact simulation strategy
for the model. We then present numerical examples of the variety of transient and
stationary rivalry networks that can form. In Section 4, we formulate a continuum
description of the model and explain the variety of observed network topologies
through analysis of this deterministic system. We then explore how the effectiveness
of policing strategies may depend on network configuration in Section 5. Finally, in
Section 6 we investigate the stability of gang rivalries in Los Angeles by fitting the
model to gang violence data provided by the Hollenbeck district of the Los Angeles
Police Department.
2. Description of the model. We consider a network of M gangs labeled by
i = 1, 2, ..., M and model the distribution of marked event times when gang i attacks
gang j with a counting measure Nij (t). Letting tnij denote the time of the nth event
where i attacks j, the counting measure can be interpreted through delta spikes
located at the marked event times,
dNij (t) =

∞
X

δ(t − tnij )dt ,

(4)

n=1

or through its right continuous conditional intensity [4] λij (t), the rate of events
when i attacks j (analogous to the rate of a Poisson process). The dependence on
time reflects the fact that the intensity of the rivalry will be changing as events
occur. We assume that the rivalry intensity can be written as a sum,
λij (t) = µ + gij (t) .

(5)

Here µ (independent of time) represents the baseline rate of attacks from gang i
towards gang j. We assume that µ is the same for all gang dyads, which may
be interpreted as each gang having long-standing rivalries of equal severity. More
practically, µ reflects the stationary rate at which a rivalry produces violent events
between any two gangs. The next term, gij (t), represents the change in rivalry
intensity due to past events where gang j has attacked gang i (excitation) or gang k
has attacked gang i (inhibition). Thus gij (t) may be interpreted as the situational
rate of interactions that override long-standing rivalry characteristics.
To model the tendency of gangs to retaliate after an attack, we assume the
intensity of gang i attacking gang j increases by an amount
f (λij (t− )) = lim f (λij (s))
s↑t

(the limit as s approaches t from below, i.e., before the attack) following an attack
by gang j against gang i at time t. The function f (x) allows the response to attacks
to depend on the current state of the system: for example, there may be a limit
to the rate at which gangs attack due to finite resources, police presence, or other
constraints on the system. For now, we consider the function f (x) = θ(1 − νx),
where θ and ν are positive constants. We thus assume that the rivalry intensity
jumps by a maximum of θ, and also that the intensity will never rise above a
saturation point controlled by the parameter ν.
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We also allow for the possibility of inhibition via third party rivalries so that,
when gang k attacks gang i, we assume that the dynamic portion of the intensity
gij for all j 6= k decreases by a factor of (1 − χ), where χ ≤ 1 is a parameter
that controls the level of inhibition. In other words, the tendency of gang i to
immediately retaliate against its most recent attacker, k, will divert i’s attention
away from rivalries with all other gangs j.
Finally, we assume that, in the absence of attacks, the rivalry intensity λij (t) decays back down to the baseline rate µ. The dynamic portion of the overall intensity
then evolves according to the following nonlinear stochastic differential equation:
X
dgij (t) = −ωgij (t)dt − χgij (t− )
dNki (t) + f (λij (t− ))dNji (t) .
(6)
k6=j,i

We note that self-excitation and intra-gang violence [5] could also be added to
Eq. (6). It is possible that after i attacks j, gang i may try to repeat a successful
attack and thus gij (t) may be forced by a term of the form f2 (λij (t− ))dNij (t). To
include intra-gang violence, an equation for each diagonal term would be included,
X
dgii (t) = −ωgii (t)dt − χgii (t− )
dNki (t) + f3 (λii (t− ))dNii (t) ,
k6=i

and the sum in (6) would include k = i. Such a model would be useful in the
context of data sets with both inter-gang and intra-gang crimes, but we will restrict
our attention to Eq. (6) in the following sections.
3. Simulation methodology and results. The system of equations (6) can be
sampled exactly, up to the error due to round-off and uniform random number
generation. Because the intensity in (6) is non-increasing between events, Poisson
thinning can be used to compute the event times [20]. Since the intensity decays
exponentially between events, no numerical discretization is necessary. The overall
simulation strategy is as follows. Given that the solutions λij (t) to (6) and event
times t1 , t2 , . . . , tn ≤ s have been computed up to the current simulation time s:
X
1. Set β =
λij (s). This is simply the total rate of events at the current
i,j,i6=j

simulation time s.
2. Sample candidate event time t̃ according to a Poisson process with parameter
β: t̃ = s − log(u)/β where u ∼ U (0, 1]. This is the time at which the next
event may occur.
3. Compute gij (t̃− ) = gij (s) exp[−ω(t̃ − s)] and λij (t̃− ) = µ + gij (t̃− ), which are
the excited and overall rates
X of the processes at candidate time t̃ (approached
from the left), and β̃ =
λij (t̃− ), the total rate of events at the candidate
i,j,i6=j

time (approached from the left). With probability β̃/β ≤ 1, the candidate
event is accepted as a true event, so that tn+1 = t̃, and we proceed to step 4.
Otherwise, no event actually occurred, so we set the current simulation time
s = t̃ and the current intensities λij (s) = λij (t̃− ) and go to step 1.
4. Choose directed rivalry l1 → l2 as the mark for event time tn+1 = t̃ with
probability λl1 l2 (t̃− )/β̃. This tells us who (l1 ) attacked whom (l2 ) in this
event.
5. Set current simulation time s = t̃ and update intensities via
λij (s) = λij (t̃− ) − χgij (t̃− )1{j6=l1 ,i=l2 } + f (λij (t̃− ))1{j=l1 ,i=l2 } ,
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where 1{} denotes the indicator function. Go to step 1.
The solutions to the system (6) exhibit either transient or stationary networks
depending on the parameter regime. Transient rivalry networks are characterized
by either short bursts of events between gang dyads that quickly subside to be
replaced by new rivalries (Fig. 2A), or by event clusters that are longer in duration
and appear stable over intermediate timescales (Fig. 2B). As third party inhibition,
χ, increases and ω and µ are decreased relative to θ, a phase transition occurs
where stationary rivalries form between subsets of two or more gangs. For example,
plotted in Fig. 2 are two possible stationary network configurations for 5 rival gangs.
The first network (Fig. 2C) is characterized by three clear rivalry intensity levels:
the highest occurs within each of two rivalry dyads (gangs 2 and 3, 4 and 5); the
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Figure 2. Rivalry intensities and network configurations for M =
5 gangs. (A) Fast timescale transient gang rivalries with µ = 0.1,
ω = 0.5, χ = 0.1, θ = 0.8, ν = 0.05. Here, all rivalries are essentially equal on average. (B) Intermediate timescale transient
gang rivalries with µ = 0.1, ω = 0.1, χ = 0.1, θ = 0.8, ν = 0.05.
At any one time, the system typically presents one dyad and one
triad, but the members of these groups change at random. (C)
Stationary gang rivalries with µ = 0.05, ω = 0.1, χ = 0.15, θ = 0.5,
ν = 0.01 characterized by two gang rivalry dyads and a monad
that attacks each of the other gangs at an intermediate intensity.
Here, the monad attacks several times more than is attacked. (D)
Stationary gang rivalries with µ = 0.1, ω = 0.1, χ = 0.01, θ = 0.5,
ν = 0.01 characterized by one rivalry dyad and one rivalry triad.
In each simulation (A-D), the initial intensity of each rivalry is the
baseline rate µ.
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next highest corresponds to a monad (gang 1) attacking the members of the dyads
(gangs 2 through 5); below this level are all other rivalries. The second network
(Fig. 2D) is also characterized by three clear rivalry intensities, but they are different
than those above: the highest corresponds to one rivalry dyad (gangs 1 and 2); the
next highest between members of a rivalry triad (gangs 3 through 5); below this
are rivalries between the dyad and triad. For certain parameter values, more than
one equilibrium state is possible. For example, two triadic rivalries or three dyadic
rivalries are possible network topologies in the case of a 6 gang network.
4. Network classification. To gain a better understanding of these phenomena,
we consider a deterministic version of Eq. (6) in which events are no longer discrete,
but happening continuously between gangs i and j at rate λij (t). The ODE we
consider is therefore:
X
dgij
= −ωgij − χgij
(gki + µ) + θ(1 − νgij − νµ)(gji + µ) .
dt
k6=j,i

Before working with this ODE, we express it in dimensionless form. Let dimensionless time t̃ = ωt and dimensionless rivalry strength λ̃ = g̃ + µ̃ = νg + νµ, and
define b = θ/ω and a = χ/ων. In behavioral terms, b measures the strength of
dyadic interactions while a measures the impact that third parties have on dyadic
interactions. The equation then becomes, with tildes now dropped,
M
X
dgij
= −gij − agij
(gki + µ) + b(1 − gij − µ)(gji + µ) .
dt

(7)

k6=j,i

We restrict our further analysis to the case in which dimensionless µ < 1, so that the
time derivatives of the rivalry strengths can potentially be positive. In Fig. 3, we
display simulation results for the system (7) using parameters that are equivalent
to those of Fig. 2, noting that the ODE results closely match the average behavior
of the stochastic system.
Given the system (7), we first find the fully symmetric, homogeneous equilibrium
solution gij = g ∀i, j, which may be interpreted as a complete graph with all rivalry
ties of equal weight. This is found to be

g = (b − 1) − µ [2b + a(M − 2)] +

q
2
((b − 1) − µ [2b + a(M − 2)]) + 4µb(1 − µ) [b + a(M − 2)]
/2 [b + a(M − 2)] . (8)
In the special case µ = 0, the homogeneous steady state gij = 0 ∀i, j is also a
possible solution, as will be discussed in more detail below.
The stability of the homogeneous steady state depends on the parameters a, b,
and µ, as well as on the total number of gangs M . For the case M = 2, the g state
is always stable, and is in fact the only steady state solution to system (7) if µ > 0.
For M > 2, we find upon linearization of the system about the g state that there
are a small number of unique eigenvalues: four of them if M = 3 and five if M > 3.
The four eigenvalues that are shared between the M = 3 and M > 3 cases are
λ1 = −d − q − u ,
λ2 = −d − (M − 2)q + u ,

(9)
(10)
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Figure 3. Network configurations for M = 5 gangs using system
(7). The parameters of the various plots (A-D) are equivalent to
those used in Fig. 2 above. (A) The homogeneous state g with
a = 4, b = 1.6, dimensionless µ = 5/1000. (B) The dyad, triad
state with a = 20, b = 8, dimensionless µ = 5/1000. Unlike the
stochastic simulation, the members of the dyad and triad are fixed.
(C) The two dyads, monad state with a = 150, b = 5, dimensionless
µ = 5/10000. (D) The dyad, triad state with a = 10, b = 5,
dimensionless µ = 1/1000. In each simulation (A-D), the initial
intensity of each rivalry is randomly chosen.
h
i
p
λ3,4 = −2d + q ∓ −(4M − 9)q 2 − 4(M − 3)qu + 4u2 /2 ,

(11)

while the fifth eigenvalue that appears for M > 3 is
λ5 = −d + q + u ;

(12)

d = 1 + [b + a(M − 2)] (g + µ) > 0,

(13)

u = b(1 − g − µ) > 0,

(14)

q = ag > 0 .

(15)

here we have defined

Upon inspection, we can clearly see that λ1 < 0. It is also easily shown that
λ2 < 0 and the real part of λ3 < 0. But, it is possible for λ4 to be real and positive,
or for λ5 to be positive. Specifically, λ4 will be real and positive if
(u + q) [u − (M − 2)q] > d(d − q) ,

(16)

and λ5 will be positive if
u+q >d .

(17)
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Note that λ4 ≤ −d + u + q/2 = λ5 − q/2, so that λ4 ≤ λ5 . Therefore, for M > 3 we
only concern ourselves with the value of λ5 , as it carries all information about the
stability status of the g state.
Consider now the special case µ = 0. Here, let g = g M , which greatly simplifies
to
b−1
gM =
.
(18)
b + a(M − 2)
The homogeneous solution gij = 0 is also possible in this case, and is in fact the only
steady state if b < 1, since we only consider values of gij ≥ 0. The eigenvalues of this
zero rivalry state are −1 ± b; it is therefore stable for b < 1 and unstable otherwise.
The implication is that when b < 1, random acts of violence will not evolve into
persistent rivalries, while if b > 1, gangs will form persistent rivalries given random
violent interactions between them. For b > 1, we can determine the stability of the
nontrivial g M steady state via the condition (16) or (17) above, dependent upon M .
For M = 3, we find that g 3 is unstable (λ4 > 0) if a > b(b + 1), and for M > 3, we
find that g M is unstable (λ5 > 0) if a > b. In general, if third party effects outweigh
dyadic interaction strengths, then gangs cannot sustain homogeneous rivalries with
a large group, and must instead choose a smaller number of rivals on which to focus
their violence.
We now consider what other stable steady states might exist in the µ = 0 case,
partitioning of
aside from the g M state discussed above (Fig. 4A). Note that anyP
M into isolated, homogeneous components of sizes ml (such that l ml = M ) is
a steady state of our system if b > 1 (for b < 1, the g ml states do not exist for
ml > 1). Here, gangs within any component l are tied together by rivalries of
strength g ml , and individual components are truly isolated in that there are no
rivalry ties between them. However, if a < b, isolated components are unstable,
and the tendency is for a fully connected homogeneous state to form. On the other
hand, if a > b, then any component of size mk > 3 is internally unstable. Thus,
only partitionings of M consisting of triads (ml = 3), dyads (ml = 2), and monads
(ml = 1) may potentially be stable. Within the a > b regime, however, monads
are always unstable in the presence of triads; the tendency is for the monad and
triad to instead form two pairs. In other words, triads and monads cannot both
coexist in a stable steady state of this type. The dividing line between stable triads
and monads is the curve a = b(b + 1), above which we have already determined
that triads are internally unstable (since g 3 is unstable in this regime). But, even
if a > b(b + 1), monads are still unstable in the presence of other monads, with two
monads preferring to join into a dyad. Hence, there can be at most one monad in
this state, which will happen only if M is odd.
The cases above are summarized in Fig. 4A. Here, there are four distinct regions.
In gray is the region where the only stable state is gij = 0, occurring for b < 1.
In blue is the region in which only the g M state is stable, occurring when a < b
and b > 1. In yellow is the region in which any configuration composed of D dyads
and T triads, such that 2D + 3T = M , is a stable steady state, occurring when
b < a < b(b + 1) and b > 1. Finally, in red is the region where only M/2 dyads (for
M even) or (M − 1)/2 dyads and one monad are stable, occurring when a > b(b + 1)
and b > 1.
The states described above do not exhaust all of the possible steady states of
the system (7), though we conjecture that any steady state other than those above
is unstable. For example, in the M = 3 case, there is an unstable steady state in
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Figure 4. Stability diagrams for the system (7). Here, the specific
steady states indicated are stable in the region where their label
appears as well as where their arrows point. (A) In the µ = 0 case,
very general statements can be made about classes of steady state
solutions and where they are stable. For µ > 0, there are some
general features that depend upon whether M is odd (D), even
(C), or the special case M = 3 (B). Specifically, we show here (B)
M = 3, µ = 5/1000; (C) M = 6, µ = 7/1000; and (D) M = 5,
µ = 5/1000.
which two of the gangs have no rivalry strength, but both are heavily attacking the
third gang, who attacks each back at a relatively weak rate due to the inhibitory
nature of the process. And for higher M values, we have never observed any other
steady states of the system in dynamical simulations. In contrast to the stable
states described above, all of these presumed unstable steady states will contain
some number of asymmetric rivalries, as well as pairs of gangs with no rivalry
strength but that share a common rival; we believe these factors contribute to their
instability.
For µ > 0, general analytic statements about the stable steady states of the
system (7) become more difficult to make. From numerical simulations, however,
we observe that the possible stable steady states for µ > 0 are qualitatively similar
to those in the µ = 0 case discussed above (Fig. 4). One fundamental difference
in the µ > 0 regime, though, is that the major components of the rivalry network
– monad, dyads, and triads – are no longer completely isolated, as the rivalry
strength between these components must be of at least strength µ. Furthermore, as
µ increases, the various non-homogeneous steady states lose stability and/or cease
to exist completely. The general trend in this regard is for the system to favor dyads
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over triads and triads over the monad, so that the last remaining inhomogeneous
steady states appear to be the M/2 dyads state for M even; the (M − 3)/2 dyads,
triad state for M > 3 and odd; and the dyad, monad state for M = 3.
By focusing again on the homogeneous state g, some of this behavior may be
further explained. We first show that there exists a threshold µs above which the
g state for a given M is stable regardless of the values of a and b. For M = 2 we
clearly have µs = 0, since g is in fact the only steady state available in this case.
For M > 2, we find µs by setting λ4 (for M = 3) or λ5 (for M > 3) equal to zero,
then solving for µ(a, b). The resulting expression is then maximized simultaneously
over b and a to determine the largest value of µ for which g may be unstable; i.e.,
to find µs . In the case M = 3, the expression is maximized numerically, yielding
a value µs ' 0.00515 when (b, a) ' (2.366, 19.026). For M > 3, the expression is
maximized for a = b(2M − 3)/(M − 2) and as b → ∞, yielding
1
.
(19)
µs =
(2M − 3)2
Similarly, there exists a critical value µc above which the g state is the only
stable steady state for the system. For M = 2 we again trivially have µc = 0.
For M greater than this, µc is found by determining when, as µ increases, the last
remaining inhomogeneous steady state ceases to exist. For M = 3, this is the dyad,
monad state, which we find numerically to cease to exist at µc ' 0.00693. For
M ≥ 4 and even, the final state is the M/2 dyads state, which ceases to exist at
p
(M − 2)(5M − 14)3 − 11M 2 + 56M − 68
µc =
.
(20)
2(M − 2)(M − 6)2
For odd values of M ≥ 5, the final state is the (M − 3)/2 dyads, triad state.
Unfortunately, we have not yet been able to obtain a general form for µc in this
case.
In Fig. 4B, we plot the stability diagram for the system using M = 3 and µ =
5/1000, which is near µs for this case. Here we see that the g state is the only
stable steady state in the bulk of parameter space (blue). The exceptions are the
red region, in which the dyad, monad state is the only stable state, and the purple
region, in which both the dyad, monad and g states are stable. Note that no such
purple region exists when µ = 0. As µ increases, the red and purple regions shrink,
disappearing at µ = µs and µ = µc , respectively.
In Fig. 4C, we plot the stability diagram for the system using M = 6 and
µ = 7/1000, which is qualitatively representative of all even values M ≥ 4 that
we have observed. Here we find that the stability region for the M/2 dyads (red)
state has again developed an overlap (shown in purple) with the stability region
of the g state (blue) as happened in the M = 3 case. Moreover, the three dyads
region now completely envelops the stability regions of all other D dyad, T triad
states (yellow). As µ increases, the nearly straight lines that define the upper and
lower bounds of these various regions move toward each other, with the point of
intersection of these lines moving to larger values of (b, a). As µ → µc , regions
corresponding to differing D dyad, T triad states disappear, with the red region
disappearing next-to-last when µ = µs , and the purple region disappearing last
when µ = µc .
Finally, in Fig. 4D, we plot the stability diagram for the system using M = 5
and µ = 5/1000, representative of all odd values M ≥ 5 that we have observed. We
see in this case that the region in which the two dyads, monad state has exclusive
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stability (red) has become completely surrounded by other regions, existing within
a “hole” in the stability region for the dyad, triad state. Furthermore, the stability
region of each state now overlaps with those of others. Specifically, the two dyads,
monad state overlaps (shown in orange) with the dyad, triad state; the two dyads,
monad state overlaps (shown in purple) with the g state; the dyad, triad state
overlaps (shown in green) with the g state; and all three overlap in some regions
(shown in brown). As µ increases, the hole in the dyad, triad region begins to close
and eventually disappears, destroying the red region. At the same time, the lines
defining the upper and lower boundaries of the other regions move closer together
as in the M = 6 case above, but in such a way that the orange region eventually
disappears, leaving only blue, yellow, green, and brown. Next to disappear is brown,
when the 2 dyads, monad state has lost stability/existence everywhere. Then, at
µ = µs , the yellow region disappears, with only blue and green remaining. The
green region is the last to disappear, when µ = µc .
In summary, as the baseline rivalry intensity µ increases, the system of gangs
loses the ability to support monads and all but one triad (if M is odd), with all
other rivalries being dyadic. If the baseline rivalry intensity is high enough, then
the rivalry network resolves to a complete graph with the average rate of violence
equally distributed among all possible gang pairs.
5. Implications for policing strategies. Reducing gang violence is a high priority in many police departments in large cities, and proactive methods include
directed patrols and gang injunctions [17]. Research has shown that deterrence and
suppression strategies that focus on a rivalry dyad can significantly reduce violence
in the area of intervention without crime displacement to neighboring gangs and
geographic regions [25, 32].
The point process model introduced in Section 2 offers a platform on which
policing strategies can be tested and optimized for reducing overall violence. This
could be useful, as a number of possibilities exist for pre-intervention and postintervention network configurations corresponding to a particular strategy. For
example, if the original network has an even number of gangs, all divided into
dyads, and one were to suppress a single dyad, the others dyads will likely remain
and the total crime will decrease. However, if the original network has an even
number of gangs and includes some number of triads, it is possible that removing
a dyad reconfigures the network so that the triads are no longer stable, resulting in
an overall increase in crime. For such a system, policing strategies may need to be
dynamic in order to reduce the total violence [18].
To illustrate this point further, we consider a system of M = 7 gangs, initially
characterized by one rivalry triad and two rivalry dyads. We first investigate a
policing strategy characterized by focusing all attention on gang 7, the gang with
the highest intensity of crime at the time of intervention and a member of one of
the dyads. We assume that through directed patrols or injunctions, all crime can
be suppressed associated with this gang; i.e., λ7k = 0 for all rivals k. In Fig. 5A we
plot the results of such a strategy. At time step 300 the directed patrols begin and
initially the overall rate of crime is reduced (Fig. 5B). However, gang 7’s previous
rival, gang 6, now disrupts the triad, leading to the formation of a three dyads
network, which actually has a higher total rate of crime compared to the original
network of seven gangs. Thus, this type of policing strategy actually leads to more
crime. A more dynamic strategy is displayed in Fig. 5C, where directed patrols
switch their focus every seven time steps to whichever gang currently is associated
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Figure 5. Police intervention strategies for an M = 7 gang
network. (A and B) A static policing strategy, where police enjoin
the most violent gang at t = 300. (A) Before the injunction, the two
dyads, triad state was displayed; after the injunction the effective
M = 6 network adopts the three dyads state. (B) The total rivalry
intensity of the network is higher in the three dyads state, after
the injunction. (C and D) A dynamic policing strategy, where
police enjoin a new gang every seven time steps starting at t =
300. (C) After the injunction, the network behaves dynamically, as
new gangs are enjoined quite frequently. (D) After the injunctions
begin, the total intensity decreases. Parameter values in both cases
are µ = 0.2, ω = 0.1, χ = 0.02, θ = 0.5, ν = 0.01.
with the highest intensity. The result is that all rivalries become transient and
the overall rate of crime is reduced (Fig. 5D). It should be noted that the more
frequently police switch their focus, the greater the reduction in the overall crime
rate.
6. Hollenbeck gang rivalries. In this section we focus on 33 gangs residing in or
near the 5km by 3km district of Hollenbeck in Los Angeles. Some of the rivalries
date back decades, while others are more transient in nature. This complex rivalry
network has been examined in [6, 28, 10], and the degree of each node of the network
ranges from a few to over 10 rivalry connections, where links can be defined either
through interviews of gang members and police officers or through violent crime data
where the suspect and victim gang are known (we use the latter in the analysis that
follows).
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Figure 6. Fitted intensities for (A) VNE and 8th Street rivalry and
(B) VNE and Opal Street rivalry.

Here we use system (6) to investigate the stability of gang rivalries in Hollenbeck
over the time period 1999 to 2002. The data set we consider consists of 349 Part I
violent crimes (aggravated assault, homicide, and robbery) committed over a 1044
day span between 1999 and 2002, with each event initiated by one of 33 gangs in
Hollenbeck against another one of the 33 gangs. Each event includes the time (in
days past the start of the time window), geocoded spatial location, suspected gang,
and victim gang (in this study we ignore the spatial information).
We fit system (6) using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to the 33 gang
network, where the log-likelihood function [4] is given by
(µ̂, ω̂, χ̂, θ̂, ν̂) = argmax
(µ,ω,χ,θ,ν)

 X  NX
ij (T )
i6=j

n=1


log λij (tnij− ) −

Z

T


λij (t)dt
,

(21)

0

and T is the time interval of observations (1044 days in our case). The first term
in the log-likelihood function leads to the selection of parameter values for which
more probability mass is placed at the event times and the second term forces the
intensity to (approximately) integrate to the total number of events in the data
set. The negative log-likelihood function is minimized using the built in Matlab
routine “fminsearch”, and we use the homogeneous initial condition λij (0) = µ for
the starting value of each rivalry intensity.
MLE yields the parameter estimates µ̂ = .000124, ω̂ = .00491, χ̂ = .0164,
θ̂ = .00356, and ν̂ = .0193, which fall into the homogeneous region of parameter space. The baseline rate µ corresponds to an approximate rate of 1 event per
10,000 days, thus an unprovoked attack between any rivalry pair is a relatively rare
event. However, the intensity increases by a factor of (approx.) 30 after an initial
attack, leading to the formation of transient hotspots in the rivalry network. There
is also a significant inhibitory effect through the rivalry network due to occurrence
of an attack, reflected in the estimate of χ. We plot an example of a fitted subnetwork in Fig. 6 that illustrates the coupling of rivalry intensities among gangs VNE,
Opal St., and 8th St.
One method for validating the model consists of constructing a baseline model
for comparison and then using a model selection criterion, such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [16], to compare the competing models. The AIC favors
models with higher likelihood value, but penalizes over-parameterization. A lower
AIC value indicates the favored model.
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Figure 7. (A) Full 33 gang network cumulative number of events N (τ )
vs. rescaled event times τ (red circles), along with the average (solid blue)
value for a unit rate Poisson process and 95% error bounds (dashed blue)
for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. Right: Histogram of event count
by day and proposed change point in background rate µ (red line), chosen
due to the apparent drop in activity after that time.

A stationary Poisson process serves as a possible baseline model in this case.
Consider the weighted, directed adjacency matrix A, with entry Aij corresponding
to the number of attacks by gang i on gang j. The MLE rate for each directed rivalry
for the stationary Poisson process is then λpoisson
= Aij /T . We find that the AIC
ij
values for system (6) and the Poisson process are 5, 338 and 6, 499, respectively, and
thus the point process model (6) is favored.
Alternatively, residual analysis can be used to assess the goodness of fit without
respect to a competing model. For example, the rescaled event times,
Z tn X
n
τ =
λij (t)dt,
(22)
0

i6=j

should follow a unit rate Poisson process if the model is correctly specified [21]. In
Fig. 7, we plot the cumulative number of events N (τ ) vs. the rescaled event times
τ for the MLE version of (6) described above. We note that the estimated intensity
significantly underestimates the actual rate of events in the first 300 days of the
data, leading to many more events occurring than the model would predict, such
that the model can be rejected in this form.
One possible explanation for the lack of fit is that the background rate µ is not
stationary, but instead is influenced by exogenous events [16]. We next re-estimate
the model under the assumption that a change point occurred in the background
rate, as depicted in Fig. 7. We denote the background rate before and after the
change point as µ1 and µ2 , respectively.
To better fit the data, we also remove 7 gangs from the network that were each
involved in 2 or less crimes throughout the three year period, as their inclusion biases
parameter estimates in the network. While one possibility for rivalry inactivity
between two gangs is the absence of background events triggered at a low rate
µ, another possibility is that the gangs are not connected in the network (i.e.,
µ = 0) and thus the overall network is a collection of disjoint subnetworks. We
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Figure 8. Cumulative number of events N (τ ) vs. rescaled event times
τ (red circles), along with the average (solid blue) value for a unit rate
Poisson process and 95% error bounds (dashed blue) for the KolmogorovSmirnov statistic, plotted for each of the gang subnetworks: (A) subnetwork I with M=4, (B) subnetwork II with M=8, (C) subnetwork III with
M=5, and (D) subnetwork IV with M=9. In the case of subnetwork II,
the data does slightly exit the 95% bound, but is well within the 98%
bound, making this a borderline case.

therefore partition the remaining 26 gang network into subnetworks of rival gangs
by applying the partitioning algorithm detailed in [11] to (A + AT )/2, with A the
directed adjacency matrix described above.
We estimate the model parameters for each subnetwork using Metropolis Hastings [27] with a normal proposal transition density and uninformative exponential
priors, exp(.01), over the model parameters µ1 , µ2 , ω, and θ. We use a uniform prior
for χ, as this parameter is restricted to the range [0, 1]. We take the prior distribution of ν to be exp(1), as the model suffers from a parameter identifiability issue (in
the continuum limit there are three effective parameters). Convergence is assessed
by visual inspection of the trace plots of the sampled posterior distributions.
In Fig. 8, we plot the cumulative number of events N (τ ) vs. the rescaled event
times τ for the fitted intensities of each of the subnetworks. Model parameters
are estimated from the posterior mean. For three out of the four subnetworks, the
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Table 1. Estimated Parameters
subnetwork I (M = 4) II (M = 8) III (M = 5) IV (M = 9)
µ1
.0035 (.0012) .0011 (.0003) .0032 (.0010) .0009 (.0002)
µ2
.0011 (.0004) .0005 (.0001) .0009 (.0004) .00017 (.00007)
χ
.17 (.15)
.16 (.11)
.12 (.16)
.092 (.067)
ν
.98 (.89)
1.05 (1.06)
.98 (.84)
1.08 (.95)
ω
.020 (.009) .008 (.003) .011 (.014)
.005 (.001)
θ
.011 (.005) .005 (.002) .004 (.003)
.005 (.001)
µ̃1
.0034
.0012
.0032
.00097
µ̃2
.0011
.0005
.0009
.00019
a
8.5
18.9
11.6
16.8
b
.56
.68
.35
.95

cumulative distribution stays within the 95% bounds for a unit rate Poisson process
(the other subnetwork is still well within the 98% bound, making it a borderline
case), and in general we find the model to yield a good fit to the data in comparison
to a stationary Poisson process: the AIC for system (6) in this case is 3711.1, while
a stationary Poisson on these subnetworks has an AIC of 3899.4.
In Table 1, we list the posterior mean and standard deviations of the parameters
for the four subnetworks. Across all of the sub-networks excitation is detected.
The estimated values for θ indicate that the rivalry intensities increase by up to
a factor of 5 over baseline rates following the occurrence of an event. The gangs
in each of the sub-networks also display inhibition following a crime, reflected in
the estimated values of χ, though we note that there is high uncertainty in these
parameter estimates. In fact, a large portion of our estimated parameters have significant standard deviation compared to the mean, making any specific conclusions
as to the actual values of these parameters difficult. However, though the exact
parameters are not well established from our (relatively sparse) dataset, Fig. 8 still
reflects that the model fits the data well.
For each sub-network, the non-dimensionalized parameters again fall into the
homogeneous region of the stability diagram. Thus, it seems appropriate to classify
each sub-network as fundamentally a complete graph with equal rivalry ties proportional to λM . Elevated rivalries may form for intermediate time periods, but they
are likely to be replaced by new rivalries with equal probability. These results indicate that crime hotspots in Hollenbeck may be produced by stochastic fluctuations,
rather than by static differences in rivalry relations.
7. Conclusion. We developed a point process model for the simulation of gang
rivalry networks, paying close attention to the network dynamics that emerge due
to excitation and inhibition. The model is capable of reproducing hotspots similar
to those observed in gang violence data and is amenable to fast simulation and
parameter estimation. We investigated the dependence of network configurations
on the model parameters and derived conditions for which homogeneous rivalry
networks occur, akin to a complete graph. We illustrated how the model can be
used to test policing strategies before they are implemented in the field. This could
be important since the complex, nonlinear network of gang rivalries may respond
in counter-intuitive ways to a given strategy. By fitting the model to gang violence
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data, we explored the levels of excitation, inhibition, and the stability of gang
rivalries in Hollenbeck, Los Angeles.
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